10. PERSONAL METAPHORS

1. Animal -- ginger cat
2. Car -- Ford Focus
3. Article of Clothing -- Granny’s flannel nightgowns
4. Day of the Week -- Thursday
5. Food -- gelato
6. Color -- gray
7. Movie -- High Noon
8. Fragrance -- “Ange ou Demon” by Givenchy
9. Type of Building -- library
10. Flower/Plant -- lavender
11. Musical Instrument -- triangle or sticks (ha!)
12. Geometric Shape -- sphere
13. Piece of Furniture -- bookcase
14. Song -- “Nobody Here But Us Chickens” by Louis Jordan
15. Season of the Year -- autumn
16. Television Character -- Murphy Brown
17. Comic Character -- Lucy from “Peanuts”
18. Appliance or Machinery -- MacBook
19. Natural Phenomenon -- tornado
20. Word -- brouhaha